Tsunami in Aceh – Indischer Ozean – Indonesien und Thailand - am 26.12.2004
Ca. 230.000 Tote insgesamt mit den Folgeerscheinungen
Bereits wenige Tage danach kamen Meldungen, welche auf Erdbebenbomben hinwiesen – in den folgenden
Berichten wird minutiös aufgezeigt, warum man nicht an einen natürlichen Tsunami infolge eines
unterirdischen Erdbebens glaubt.
Aus Amerika kamen Berichte von Betroffenen, welche zahlreiche Stürme miterlebten, welche sie ebenfalls
nicht als natürliche Stürme empfanden. Eine Frau erzählt, dass sie das Gefühl hatte, diese seltsamen Stürme
würden ihr die Haut vom Leib ziehen, solch ein Gefühl gibt es bei einem natürlichen Sturm nicht.
Amerika scheint zunehmend ein Versuchsfeld für Wettermanipulation geworden zu sein, dabei wird aber
nicht bedacht, dass derartige Manipulationen auf die ganze Welt Auswirkung haben.

~~~
Jan 8, 2005 6:17 PM
Subject: Geology and technology: Updated: Did NY Orchestrate The Asian Tsunami?
FYI....you may be right!!!!
Questions From Australia/
(See remarks by US Sec. of Defense Cohen, April 1997, on potential for remote triggering of "eco type of
terrorism...through use of electro-magnetic waves". Look up HAARP.)
Did New York Orchestrate The Asian Tsunami?
With Afghanistan and Iraq already lost, the Wall Street bankers were all desperately looking for other ways
to control our world, when suddenly and very conveniently, the Sumatran Trench exploded. Trick or Treat?
Copyright Joe Vialls, 5 January 2005,
Updated 6 January 2005
Tsunami 'Just Missed' India's Top Fighter Jets & Nuclear Power Station, Red Update Below.
USS Abraham Lincoln Real Blast Epicenter in Sumatran Trench Mosque near Ground Zero, Aceh.
"Others are engaging even in an eco type of terrorism, whereby they can alter the climate, set off earthquakes
or volcanos remotely, through the use of electromagnetic waves." American Secretary of Defense William S.
Cohen, April 1997. Big surprise! Presumably Cohen already knew that a nuclear weapon generates what he
refers to obliquely as "electromagnetic waves".
Despite a natural human tendency to be shocked into silence by the sheer number of dead and injured
across Asia on 26 December 2004, and despite also being slightly fearful of losing personal credibility
because of the magnitude of the apparent crime, there are many provable irregularities in the official
American tsunami story that simply have to be recorded now, or forever be lost in the sands of time.
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It is beyond any doubt that a giant tidal wave (tsunami) smashed its way through South and South
East Asia, and still had enough legs to continue all the way across the Indian Ocean to Africa, where it killed
and injured a few hundred more. So the only question we must ask, is whether this tsunami was a natural or
man-made catastrophe? A natural event would be horrifying enough, but if the tsunami was man-made, then
we are unquestionably looking at the biggest single war crime in global history.
To make any sense at all of the irregularities, we must start at the very beginning, and then follow the
course of events as they unfold, especially events in the immediate vicinity of the real tsunami epicenter,
because the latter is quite different from the location being remorselessly peddled by the New York Times
and CNN.
At midday local Australian time I faithfully recorded the magnitude and position plotted by the Jakarta
Geophysical Office in Indonesia. An earthquake measuring 6.4 on the Richter scale had hit the north of the
Indonesian island of Sumatra. The Jakarta Geophysical Office meticulously noted that the epicenter of the
event was located 155 miles south-southwest of Aceh Province.
This location is approximately 250 miles south of the position later selected by the American NOAA,
which plotted the epicenter to the north-west of Aceh, and initially claimed a Richter reading of 8.0. Alas,
even that was not enough to cover the damage caused by this extraordinary event, so NOAA progressively
upgraded the reading to 8.5, then to 8.9, and finally to 9.0 - at least for the present.
So, the first proven irregularities were peddled by American officials at the NOAA, who suddenly
invented a new 'flexible' peak seismic wave for the event, of far greater magnitude than Jakarta, when the
Jakarta office was located much closer at almost point-blank range. Believe me when I tell you there is no
such thing as the new 'flexible' peak claimed by NOAA. The first seismic peak you record is the only real
peak, unless of course you later manually draw in a few more peaks of your own, to match a contrived
agenda. Naturally there is also only one epicenter, which was faithfully recorded by dozens of Indonesian
and Indian seismographs.
Quite apart from the huge disparity in Richter values, the Indonesians and Indians were disturbed to
find that the normal earthquake 'preamble' was missing from their seismograph charts. All this means is that
the normal steadily increasing number of transverse shear "S" waves that always precede an earthquake were
missing, as were later aftershocks, which likewise always accompany a naturally occurring or Tesla standingwave generated earthquake. There were 'warnings' of aftershocks from the NOAA, but none actually
eventuated.
To simplify matters for non-technical readers, an earthquake is always triggered by a resonant
electromagnetic frequency in the range 0.5 to 12 Hertz, but it is not an instant process, because the resonant
frequency must be precise. Thus as true resonance approaches, the fault line starts to tremble like a piece of
rope under tension, and sends out warnings to the seismographs in the form of steadily increasing transverse
shear waves.
If all you get is a cluster of "P" compression waves, then you are almost certainly looking at an
underground or sub sea explosion. These were in fact the only copious seismic signals that the Indonesians
and Indians received, and they looked curiously similar to those generated many years ago by large
underground nuclear weapons in Nevada.
The Indian Government knew full well that this was not a "normal" earthquake. On 27 December India
refused to join George Bush's planned exclusive 'club of four', which would have effectively pulled this
Asian nuclear power out of its new coalition with Russia, China and Brazil. On 28 December the Indian
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Government politely warned the American military to stay clear of Indian sovereign territory, and on 29
December the India Daily Editorial publicly questioned the nature of the event: "Was this a showdown by a
country to show the region what havoc can be created?" ... "Given the level of devastation and given the fact
India is a regional power in South Asia, [the] Indian Navy has an obligation to investigate and tell the world
what they found."
We will return later to the relatively simple task of delivering a multi-megaton thermonuclear weapon
to the bottom of the Sumatran Trench, and then detonating it with awesome effect, but right now we need to
return to our initial task of following the trail of events and inexplicable irregularities. First we must travel
south to the distant desert island of Australia, currently ruled by an obsequious Wall Street toady known as
Little Johnny Howard. To the intense displeasure of many of his Australian "subjects", Little Johnny never
makes a move outside Australia unless he first receives explicit instructions from one of his New York
minders. Remember this reality, because it is extremely important in terms of what Australia did next.
On the morning of 27 December, the Australian (New York owned) media was making it very clear
that the most badly hit nation in the region was Sri Lanka, an island at the southern tip of India, which like
Australia is a member nation of the British Commonwealth. Accordingly, Tim Costello, head of one of
Australia's largest charities, made immediate plans to fly to the area and assess the need for aid. But that
same morning, Little Johnny was dancing to a very different tune, which, based on his known subservience,
must have been playing down his secure telephone line from Wall Street.
In true covert manner, Little Johnny secretly dispatched two RAAF Hercules transport planes packed
with supplies to Malaysia on "Stand By", and directed two more to Darwin in Australia's north. Please note
that if Little Johnny had any humanitarian concerns at all, all four Hercules could have flown directly to
Commonwealth partner Sri Lanka, where every other Australian had already been told by the media that aid
was needed. But no, it wasn't to be, and Little Johnny waited patiently for orders from New York.
The waiting period was short, and after a high-flying reconnaissance jet confirmed that the runway
was clear at Medan in eastern Sumatra, all four Australian Hercules complete with troops, guns and other
tackle, invaded Sumatra just south of the devastated province of Aceh. In turn, with 90% of its population
killed by the tsunami, Aceh might perhaps one day soon become Indonesia's very own Guantanamo Bay,
crawling with hundreds of heavily armed Australians and Americans.
Remember carefully though, at the time these four Hercules touched down in Medan, the ordinary
Australian public still had no idea that Sumatra was badly hit. Only Little Johnny knew, and of course his
trusty crystal ball in New York. To hell with Sri Lanka, his bosses wanted a main base for the huge
reconstruction contracts in Asia, designed to replace the failed oil theft and reconstruction in Iraq, and keep
poor old Zion on its tottering New York legs for a few more weeks or months.
In the end, what the hell did it matter how many Goyim had to die? And, hey, on the credit side they'd
already managed to kill more than 100,00 Muslims in Sumatra with a single tidal wave, which was partial
payback for their own resounding defeats in Afghanistan and Iraq.
Needless to say the Australians were merely the advance party, soon to be joined by a curiously well
prepared and equipped U.S. Military, though it is doubtful that any of the officers and men involved really
comprehend what is going on. Only a handful thought to question why they had been spending a whole year
training for a "Humanitarian Mission", when the whole point of the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps is normally
to kill people in very large numbers. Just look at Fallujah, people, look at Fallujah.
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As if by magic, the Pentagon managed to have two battle groups ready to sail at an instant's notice
from Hong Kong and Guam during the normally chaotic Christmas to New Year period. Crikey! Military
discipline has come a hell of a long way since my day, when everyone including the ship's cat was sleeping it
off at some highly questionably hostelry or another. Not these 10,000+ Americans though, who must have
been standing rigidly to attention beside their hammocks day and night, tugging furiously at their forelocks
whenever an officer of NCO came in sight.
The next bit was superbly orchestrated, because it took place at sea, far away from the prying eyes of
dock spies or imaginary KGB agents. But oops, first you have to know who was involved. Out of Hong Kong
rushed team one, comprised of the nuclear-powered USS Abraham Lincoln and her escort vessels, while the
far more interesting team two rushed out of Guam, led by the USS Bonhomme Richard, a marine amphibious
assault carrier crammed to the gunwales with gun-toting wooden tops. And that is not all, believe me,
because the Bonhomme Richard is in fact leading a veritable armada known as "Expeditionary Strike Group
5".
Flagship USS Bonhomme Richard is accompanied by the U.S.S. Duluth, an amphibious transport
dock vessel; the USS Rushmore, a landing ship dock; the guided missile cruiser USS Bunker Hill, guided
missile destroyer USS Milius, and the guided missile frigate USS Thach. To take care of the underwater side
of things they are joined by the nuclear hunter-killer submarine USS Pasadena, while the U.S. Coast Guard's
high-endurance cutter Munro is also tagging along, presumably to deal with Asian Customs and Excise.
Now then, though 'Strike Group 5' may be toting enough nuclear weapons to destroy half of the
known world, and the title is perhaps lacking when viewed from a strictly humanitarian perspective, engineer
chief Staff Sgt. Julio C. Dominguez says otherwise: "The Marine Service Support Group has been preparing
for a humanitarian mission of this type for about 12 months now, and is more prepared for an actual
mission". Well, OK chief, but didn't you ask why you were being trained for a mysterious humanitarian
mission a year before it actually happened, especially when your day job is normally shooting Muslims full
of holes?
Despite having a huge number of tsunami victims in its own State of Tamil Nadu, India completely
converted the survey ship INS Nirupak into a 50-bed floating hospital in less than 72 hours, then sent it
unarmed to help the desperate people of Aceh in Indonesia. . By direct comparison, America sent combat
ships and armed Marines. The US Navy has two 1,000 bed hospital ships, the 'Comfort' and the 'Mercy', but
neither one was dispatched. Though the USNS Comfort was deployed to New York when 3,000 Americans
died in September 2001, this current lack of action sends a strong signal that 150,000 (mostly Muslim) dead
in South East Asia, and half a million injured, are of no concern whatever to the power brokers in New York.
The really sneaky (inexplicable) bit came as both battle groups entered the Indian Ocean. The USS
Abraham Lincoln looked about as innocent as a carrier with 70 attack planes can look, but was already
carrying 2,000 marines instead of her normal complement of around 500. That is a huge amount of grunt
firepower to put on the deserted streets of Banda Aceh, especially when Wall Street normally expects these
marines to die quietly for Zion in Iraq. Now then, how did they know the extra marines would be needed
before team one left Hong Kong, because the surplus 1,500 marines were certainly not just standing around
on Kowloon dock waiting to hitch a ride.
Then while the two battle groups (apparently) headed in two different directions across the deserted
Indian Ocean, an even stranger event took place. Though Expeditionary Strike Group 5 (Humanitarian) was
supposed to help the folks in Sri Lanka, the combat marines aboard the USS Bonhomme Richard transferred
to amphibious transport dock vessel U.S.S. Duluth, which then split from ESG-5 and headed towards team
one. So without the Indonesians really being aware of it, the (relatively) harmless and Bulky aircraft carrier
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USS Abraham Lincoln has been used to screen the arrival of at least 3,500 heavily-armed US Marines in tiny
Aceh Province.
That more or less brings us up to date on known military activity, though yesterday an Australian
television cameraman did accidentally film some of these heavily-armed US Marines (who tried to shoo him
away), searching a devastated Indonesian military base for any remaining weapons. Now call me oldfashioned, but if these guys and their bosses are straight, that particular job should be left to the Indonesian
ArmyŠ.
Theoretically, the American 9 megaton W-53 thermonuclear warhead shown on the left, could easily
be encased in a small 'lookalike' saturation diving chamber similar to that on the right, to protect it from the
massive 10,000 pounds per square inch pressures at the bottom of the Sumatran Trench. The whole armored
package would weigh less than five tons, allowing it to be slipped over the stern of any oil rig supply vessel,
of which there are more than 300 in Asia alone. Who would even notice?
I will be circumspect as to exactly how a large American thermonuclear weapon managed to arrive at
the bottom of the Sumatran Trench, though all of the seismic evidence and preparedness for the resulting
mission indicates strongly that this is the case. After all, we are back to the age-old question of "who
benefits?", and in this particular case, "Who is insane enough to kill more than 150,000 civilians just to hang
on to power?' Based on their past performance in Iraq and other luckless countries, it would seem that the
only realistic candidates are Wolfowitz and company, striving as always to create a "One World
Government".
Certainly no other nuclear powers including Russia and China stand to gain anything at all from such
an outrageous mass murder, so, as always in the end, we come back to Sherlock Holmes via the pen of Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle: "When you have ruled out the impossible, whatever remains, no matter how
improbable, is the truth."
For the Zionist Cabal, obtaining a thermonuclear weapon in America is no great trick, especially
when we have the precedent of 100 small 'decommissioned' air-to-air atomic warheads being smuggled out
the Pentagon's (civilian) back door, to form the core of the Jewish State's current nuclear arsenal. Once a
weapon system is out date and out of service, loyal uniformed US military personnel can no longer track it.
Those who wish to understand how such a seemingly small weapon could rattle a 20,000 feet-deep
oceanic trench, and then force a giant tsunami right across the Indian Ocean, would do well to look at the
diagram of the famous 'Dambusters' attacking the German dam below, most of which is self-explanatory.
The designer of the RAF's bouncing bomb (actually called "Highball") was a scientist called Barnes
Wallace, who had already gained a formidable reputation with his Wellington bomber, which he constructed
geodetically, thus enabling it to absorb enormous punishment before actually being shot out of the sky. Many
Wellington returned to base literally in tatters, while many luckless cousins like the Stirling and Halifax were
all too often consigned to the murky deep of the North Sea.
Wallace knew that bombing the dams vertically was a complete waste of time, and the only
possibility of success lay in placing a mine hard up against the dam wall at its base. You see, water cannot be
compressed, meaning that if the mine was pressed against the dam wall at the moment of detonation, part of
its energy would automatically be expended on the wall itself. Too far away in the relatively shallow water,
and most of the blast energy would be lost to atmosphere, in a huge exploding cloud of water of course.
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Though it was obvious that the dam wall could not be destroyed by a single bomb from a single
Lancaster bomber (it would weight far too much for the aircraft to get off the ground), Wallace pinned his
hopes on the scientific fact that cumulative stress should do the job, and he was proved right. Though
officially three of the bombs, each containing 6,500 pounds of TNT, were considered to be direct hits, one of
these veered off slightly, meaning that the giant Mohne Dam was completely breached by a total of 13,000
pounds of tri-nitro toluene.
It is the incompressibility of water in particular that matters deep down in the Sumatran Trench. At
the bottom you already have 10,000 pounds of pressure per square inch pressing down on your weapon of
choice, and above that weapon there is a column of water 20,000 feet tall, which is what caused the pressure
in the first place. Not only that. The trench narrows at the bottom, meaning that the weapon is 'hemmed-in',
with a very real chance of moving a tectonic plate if sufficient tonnage is used.
In this particular case there was no real need to shift a tectonic plate, and science suggests that if this
blast had caused such an effect, several very powerful aftershocks would have occurred, as has happened
with every other major earthquake in the past. But, as previously stated, and setting aside the seemingly
deliberate provocative though false warnings from the American NOAA, there has not been a single
aftershock which can be directly & scientifically linked to the 'event' in the Sumatran Trench at 0758 hours
local on 26 December 2004. Later tremors might or might not be connected to the weapon.
To force subservience on Asia, and ensure the lion's share of incredibly lucrative reconstruction
contracts, all that was needed was a very large tsunami targeted on the selected nations, which was easily
within the capabilities of a large thermonuke. There is nothing new about "Sea Bursts" as they are called, and
more than 30 years ago plans existed in both America and Russia to wipe out each other's coastal cities using
exactly this technique. The tidal wave from a deep sea burst is relatively clean, allowing the aggressor to take
over both land and remaining buildings etc. with the minimum of delay.
If everything had gone to plan, then Indonesia, Sri Lanka and India would have been in hock to the
IMF and World Bank for thirty or more years - time enough to wait for the price of oil to come down again
after the lethal fiasco in Iraq. At the same time, if the Indian Government had taken the bait, the deadly
Russian-Chinese-Indian-Brazilian coalition would have been dead in the water. Not a bad day's work for a
single thermonuclear weapon discreetly removed from the decommissioning process.
There are those who may claim that I have 'left out' the giant ExxonMobil gas fields in Aceh, but that
is not the case. Certainly they are very productive sub-surface fields, and will unquestionably produce lots of
gas again once the surface equipment has been repaired, but in isolation they are completely incapable of
saving the New Zion from collapse. Wall Street needs giant reconstruction contracts, and plenty of them.
If I remember correctly, shortly before Christmas I received a large number of emails from various
people about some "German Guy", who apparently claimed that Wolfowitz had got hold of a critical weapon
and was going to nuke Houston on either the 26 or 27 of December. I never did read the whole email, but it
seems very likely that it was initially circulated by Wolfowitz or one of his ilk, as a classic disinformation
distraction. Try something along the lines of "You suckers all watch Houston very carefully on 26 December,
while I nuke Asia behind your backsŠ"
Update 6 Jan 2005
Tsunami 'Just Missed' India's Top Fighter Jets & Nuclear Power Station
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India's nuclear reactor at Chennai in Tamil Nadu State, flanked on either side by state-of-the-art hyper
performance Sukhoi SU 30 jets, which should have been vulnerably situated in the Nicobar Islands front-line
when the tsunami roared north from the Sumatran Trench.
India has a major air force base on the Island of Car Nicobar, which guards the front line of Indian
airspace in the Bay of Bengal. This base was being upgraded as 'home' to 25 of the IAF's Russian Sukhoi SU
30 jets, every one of which is capable of firing both the Sunburn and Onyx Mach 2.0+ sea skimming antiship missiles.

The Sukhoi squadrons were due to arrive in Car Nicobar on 14 December, but had to be delayed
because of construction work, which is extremely ironic. Despite the tidal wave roaring over the island and
breaking up the runways, India still has its incredibly valuable SU 30 hyper performance planes, now situated
on the mainland fully armed, and within striking range of both US Battle Fleets currently in the Indian
Ocean.
"We will have the fighters operating from the base within six months," a determined Air Chief
Marshal S Krishnaswamy said as he assessed the damage caused to the [Car Nicobar] base. "In a year's time
we will make the base fully operational. The problem is of transporting each and every construction material
by ships and planes again to this place. The material include even the concrete which we have to lay on the
runway."
There could also have been a major catastrophe at Chennai in Tamil Nadu, India's southernmost state
and home to its fast breeder nuclear reactor. About another 0.2 on the Richter Scale, and the world (india in
Particular) would very likely have been facing a second Chernobyl - yet another catastrophic 'spin-off' from
the Sumatran Trench event. Fortunately, as if by fate, the tidal wave damaged only the cooling water inlets,
which play no part in the nuclear process.
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As I post this update in the early hours of 6 January, Bloomberg has very kindly just confirmed the
transfer of power from Expeditionary Strike Group 5 (humanitarian duties only), to the USS Abraham
Lincoln battle group off Aceh. Now not one but both massive assault landing carriers are bound for poor old
Indonesia and its 110,000,000 Muslim citizens...
"The USS Bonhomme Richard and USS Duluth today arrived in Sumatran waters and airlifted more
than 200,000 pounds (90,000 kilograms) from two warehouses for distribution to areas unreachable by road,
the U.S. embassy in Jakarta said in an e- mailed statement. The ships carry 25 helicopters each and more than
doubled the number of U.S. aircraft to carry aid. "
Please Help To Maintain the Flow of Intelligence
Predictably perhaps, I remain permanently barred by American multinationals including Yahoo and
PayPal, and more recently have had completely unacceptable restrictions placed on my web page layouts and
graphics by others, who for the present will not be named. All seem intent on removing my content from the
Internet completely, or in gaining 100% editorial control over my work.
Life is never easy for a former combat veteran living on a miniscule disabity pension, but it has to be
admitted that these multinational and other strangleholds havemanaged to make life even harder still. If you
appreciate these intelligence reports and would like to help their continuation by assisting financially, please
click on the donate button below, which will redirect you to my donations page and an online payment
provider.
For those who do not like online donations of any kind, I can personally process Australian Dollar or
Pound Sterling checks, and convert almost any banknote into usable currency. My snail mail address is "J.
Vialls", 45 Merlin Drive, Carine, Western Australia 6020. If anyone out there has online Internet banking and
the desire to donate, please direct the funds to my Western Australia bank account shown here. Thank you
for caring.
J. Vialls

Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2005 7:17 AM
Subject: FYI..Fwd: Telegeodynamics -- Earthquakes: Natural or Man-made
Be discerning, searching for the FACTS...FYI-See this forwarded article available on Google on Dec.
20..now blocked. (In light of US Sec. of Defence Cohen's remarks in 1997, one MUST ask, what was the
secret experiment conducted from space, that necessitated the entire Astronaut crew(that included Israeli
Col.)of the ill-fated last Shuttle flight, to go to Israel for pre-flight weeks-long "training"?)
Telegeodynamics -- Earthquakes: Natural or Man-made - Forums powered by Reason and Principle
http://www.libertyforum.org/showflat.php?Cat=&Board=news_science&Number=2932
58460#Post293258460
Telegeodynamics -- Earthquakes: Natural or Man-made [ Post 293258460 ]
Category: News & Opinion (General) Topic: Science & Technology
Synopsis:
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Source: APFN
Published: January 10, 2005 Author: blueridge (obviously, a pseudonym)
For Education and Discussion Only. Not for Commercial Use.

Telegeodynamics -- Earthquakes: Natural or Man-made
Mon Jan 10, 2005 00:30
It should be noted that there are several means of triggering an earthquake, and there are signs to look for.
This is G o o g l e's cache of
http://www.geocities.com/orgonegal/telegeodynamics.html as retrieved on Dec 20, 2004 13:55:53 GMT.
G o o g l e's cache is the snapshot that we took of the page as we crawled the web. The page may have
changed since that time.
NOTE: The following article, being blocked now on google, was saved and restored by copying the cached
file and repairing it. It should be saved and preserved before it is lost.
Its relevance today is obvious. See the ties between earthquake technology and "UFO" sightings, explained in
this phenomenon. The evidence, according to this article of Tesla's technology (early last century) would
include "UFO" and light sightings, dead fish and sea life, and other oddities. Several methodologies for
creating earthquakes are briefly explored here,with references cited.

In 1997 the US Secretary of Defense, William Cohen, delivered a speech on terrorism at the University of
Georgia. Reuters quoted him as saying, "Precautions against unconventional arms must be intensified as
potential terrorists develop chemical and biological weapons and electromagnetic methods that could create
holes in the ozone layer or trigger earthquakes or volcanoes."
"In New Dawn No. 39, a report on the work of Aum Shinrikyo's Science and Technology Minister, Hideo
Murai, revealed that the group was interested in advanced weapons, including "laser-powered seismic
weapons." On 7 April, 1995 Murai responded in a press conference to a question about a rumoured
'earthquake machine'. He remarked there was a strong possibility the Kobe earthquake was activated using
"electromagnetic power," or that somebody used a device that "applied force inside the earth."
Telegeodynamics
by Jason Jeffrey
EARTHQUAKES: Natural or Man-Made?

But afterwards there occurred violent earthquakes and floods; and in a single day and night of misfortune all
your warlike men in a body sank into the earth, and the island of Atlantis in like manner disappeared in the
depths of the sea.
- Plato in Timaeus
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Two devastating earthquakes in the month of September 1999 again focused the world's attention on one of
nature's most terrifying and destructive forces. Earthquakes in Turkey and Taiwan took the lives of thousands
and left even more people homeless and in fear of returning to their devastated communities.
The death and devastation caused by major earthquakes around the world can only worsen in years to come,
as growing urban development and unprecedented population growth compound the lethal effects of natural
and, as some researchers claim, man-made seismic hazards. With the world's population estimated to pass the
6 billion mark this year, there are fewer unpopulated places for quakes to strike.
And with ever more people to accommodate, there is more multistoried construction in vulnerable fault
zones. As a result, destructive earthquakes "are the wave of the future," seismic expert Kerry Sieh of the
California Institute of Technology says. "There are 40 cities of a million or more people within 100
kilometres of a major plate boundary, and all those are good candidates for a large event."1

What Are Earthquakes?
Natural earthquakes are caused by the movement of tectonic plates over the Earth's mantle. Sandwiched
between Earth's crust and molten outer core, the vast mantle accounts for 83 percent of the planet's volume. It
is filled with solid rock but, heated by the core and by its own radioactive decay, it circulates like a pot of
impenetrable soup. That circulation is the driving force behind the surface motion of tectonic plates, which
builds mountains and causes earthquakes.
The destructive power of an earthquake comes from the momentum gathered when two opposing "faults" or
tectonic plates, that may have been locked together for decades, suddenly move apart. The result is that solid
rock which normally moves only with the passing of geological ages accelerates briefly to 5,000mph,
unleashing huge quantities of energy and creating a shaking movement of up to a metre a second.
Most people consider earthquakes to be natural in origin, but what if there was such a thing as man-made
earthquakes?
Well, there are. There is the official version of what constitutes a man-made earthquake, and then there is a
body of suppressed research pointing to a more insidious agenda.
Artificially-Induced Earthquakes
Officially, there is such an area of research devoted to man-made earthquakes. Geologists and seismologists
agree that humans can induce earthquakes in five major ways: fluid injection into the Earth, fluid extraction
from the Earth, mining or quarrying, nuclear testing and through the construction of dams and reservoirs.
In fact, there are officially recorded instances of earthquakes caused by human activity.
Geologists discovered that disposal of waste fluids by means of injecting them deep into the earth could
trigger earthquakes after a series of earthquakes in the Denver area occurred from 1962-1965; the periods and
amounts of injected waste coincided with the frequency and magnitude of earthquakes in the Denver area.
The earthquakes were triggered because the liquid, which was injected under very high pressure, released
stored strain energy in the rocks.
Man-made earthquakes may seem like something out of the X-Files, and it's probably only a matter of time
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before the idea is picked up by Hollywood. This year, best-selling thriller author Ken Follett released his
latest book, Hammer of Eden, about a terrorist group threatening to level San Francisco with a man-made
earthquake. When asked by Salon Magazine how real is the idea of a man-made earthquake, Follett replied
that "Some of the seismologists told me, 'There's no way this could happen.' But others gave sad little shrugs
and said, 'It's hard to say. Who knows? Maybe. It's within the realm of possibly.'"
Suppressed Research: Tesla Technologies
Born in Belgrade, Yugoslavia, Nicola Tesla is one of this century's greatest scientists. A prodigious inventor
of electronic devices and pioneer of free energy, Tesla never gained the recognition he deserved because his
scientific breakthroughs were deemed to 'sensitive' by the ruling corporate and government powers of the
day. Thus much of his research was suppressed and stolen.
In a book entitled Tesla - The Lost Inventions, a section is titled "Man-Made Earthquake". It discloses Tesla's
fascination with the power of resonance and he experimented with it not only electrically but on the
mechanical plane as well. In his Manhattan, USA lab, Tesla built mechanical vibrators and tested their
powers. One experiment got out of hand.
Tesla attached a powerful little vibrator driven by compressed air to a steel pillar. Leaving it there, he went
about his business. Meanwhile, down the street, a violent quaking built up, shaking down plaster, bursting
plumbing, cracking windows, and breaking heavy machinery off its anchorages.
Tesla's vibrator had found the resonant frequency of a deep sandy layer of subsoil beneath his building,
setting off a small earthquake. Soon Tesla's own building began to quake. It is reported that just as the police
broke into his lab, Tesla was seen smashing the device with a sledge hammer, the only way he could
promptly stop it.
In a similar experiment, on an evening walk through the city, Tesla attached a battery powered vibrator,
described as being the size of an alarm clock, to the steel framework of a building under construction. He
adjusted it to a suitable frequency and set the structure into resonant vibration.
The structure shook, and so did the earth under his feet. Tesla later boasted he could shake down the Empire
State Building with such a device. If this claim was not extravagant enough, he went on to say a large-scale
resonant vibration was capable of splitting the earth in half.
An article from the 11 July, 1935 issue of the New York American entitled 'Tesla's Controlled Earthquakes',
stated Tesla's "experiments in transmitting mechanical vibrations through the earth - called by him 'the art of
telegeodynamics' - were roughly described by the scientists as a sort of controlled earthquake."
The article quotes Tesla as stating:
"The rhythmical vibrations pass through the earth with almost no loss of energy. It becomes possible to
convey mechanical effects to the greatest terrestrial distances and produce all kinds of unique effects. The
invention could be used with destructive effect in war."
Mysterious Lights
Several UFO researchers speculate many UFO sightings might actually be "earthquake lights" caused by
'piezoelectric' phenomena. Piezoelectricity is believed to be caused by crystals found in certain rocks giving
off a flow of electricity when subjected to high pressure, as in an earthquake. Lights leaping away from
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mountain peaks have been seen and recorded since ancient times.
Reports coming out of Turkey during the recent 17 August earthquake mention mysterious lights over the
west of the country. The following intriguing eyewitness report was forwarded to Mutual UFO Network
Eastern USA from Turkey:
"They are incredibly clear, circular or triangular in shape, white, yellow, red and blue coloured, remain
visible in the sky for 5 to 20 minutes, following a materialising-dematerialising pattern. The funny thing is it
became a routine thing as they have been showing up two or three times a week. They became an inevitable
component of the TV news and media.
Furthermore, just before the quake, the bottom of the sea in Izmit went red and the sea temperature went up
to 40-45 degrees C. However, there are no underwater volcanos in the Sea of Marmara! Starting two days
before the quake, hundreds of fish, crabs and other sea life forms died and not naturally! Somehow, they
were burned! The fish nets of the fishermen were burned and we have several rock and stone samples from
the sea, which went black in colour. TUVPO (Turkish UFO and Paranormal Organisation) is cooperating
with the Smithsonian Institute and a few universities in the US.We already sent them some rock and burned
fishnet samples, upon their request. Folks at TUVPO will hopefully run a spectrum analysis on the video
tapes. Some fishermen are also saying that they witnessed an explosion under the sea. Fireballs, strange
lights, sightings never ended in Turkey.3
Compare this information with what happened in the destructive 1977 earthquake that hit China. The 5 June,
1977 New York Times described the great earthquake which destroyed Tangshan, China on July 28, 1976,
killing over 650,000 people:
Just before the first tremor at 3:42 am, the sky lit up like daylight. The multi-hued lights, mainly white and
red, were seen up to 200 miles away. Leaves on many trees were burned to a crisp and growing vegetables
were scorched on one side, as if by a fireball.
Tesla Effect
Some investigators believe these electrical effects were associated with electromagnetic plasma and ball
lightning and the strange array of flashes that result from Tesla-style technology. Was this brilliant flash of
coloured light what Tesla talked about in 1935 when he mentioned "all kinds of unique effects"? Was this
earthquake an early test of the system, conducted on the unsuspecting people of China? It certainly does not
appear it was a natural earthquake. Was the same technology tried out on Turkey?
Andrija Puharich, MD, LL.D. in January 1978, issued a detailed research paper titled, "Global Magnetic
Warfare - A Layman's View of Certain Artificially Induced Unusual Effects on the Planet Earth During 1976
and 1977". He was primarily looking into Soviet experiments with Tesla technology and believed controlled
earthquakes were part and parcel of that work. Of them he wrote: "Of the many great earthquakes of 1976,
there is one that demands special attention - the July 28, 1976 Tangshan, China earthquake."
The January 1978 edition of Specula magazine ran an article describing an incredibly profound phenomenon
that could be produced within the Earth by what is called the 'Tesla Effect.' According to the article,
electromagnetic signals of certain frequencies can be transmitted through the Earth to form standing waves in
the Earth itself. In certain cases, coherence to this standing wave can be induced wherein a fraction of the
vast, surging electromagnetic current of the Earth itself feeds into and augments the induced standing wave.
In other words, "much more energy is now present in the standing wave than the ...amount being fed in from
the Earth's surface." By interferometer techniques, giant standing waves can be combined to produce a
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focused beam of very great energy. This can then be used to produce earthquakes induced at distant aiming
points.
Tesla expressed grave concerns about the effects of this technology because it is exactly the type of thing that
could easily get out of control once it begins vibrating within the Earth - and it could actually cause the Earth
to vibrate to pieces. Could the use of this technique have been responsible for the great earthquake in
Tangshan, China in 1976?
Another leading Tesla researcher and nuclear engineer, Lt. Col. Thomas Bearden, lecturing at a Symposium
of the US Psychotronics Association (USPA)in 1981 stated:
Tesla found that he could set up standing waves. in the earth (the molten core), or, just set it up through the
rocks - the telluric activity in the rocks would furnish activity into these waves and one would get more
potential energy in those waves than he put in. He called the concept the Tesla Magnifying Transmitter
(TMT).
Bearden goes on to explain how TMTs worked:
They will go through anything. What you do is that you set up a standing wave through the earth and the
molten core of the earth begins to feed that wave (we are talking Tesla now). When you have that standing
wave, you have set up a triode.
What you've done is that the molten core of the earth is feeding the energy and it's like your signal - that you
are putting in - is gating the grid of a triode. Then what you do is that you change the frequency. If you
change the frequency one way (start to dephase it), you dump the energy up in the atmosphere beyond the
point on the other side of the earth that you focused upon. You start ionising the air, you can change the
weather flow patterns (jet streams etc) - you can change all that - if you dump it gradually, real gradually you influence the heck out of the weather. It's a great weather machine. If you dump it sharply, you don't get
little ionisation like that. You will get flashes and fireballs (plasma) that will come down on the surfaces of
the earth. you can cause enormous weather changes over entire regions by playing that thing back and forth.
HAARP: The Pentagon's Ultimate Weapon
In an Arctic compound 450 kilometres east of Anchorage, Alaska, the Pentagon has erected a powerful
transmitter designed to beam more than a gigawatt of energy into the upper reaches of the atmosphere.
Known as Project HAARP (High-frequency Active Auroral Research Program), the $30 million experiment
involves the world's largest "ionospheric heater," a prototype device designed to zap the skies hundreds of
kilometres above the earth with high-frequency radio waves.
Why irradiate the charged particles of the ionosphere (which when energised by natural processes make up
the lovely and famous phenomenon known as the Northern Lights)?
According to the US Navy and Air Force, co-sponsors of the project, "to observe the complex natural
variations of Alaska's ionosphere." As well, admit the Pentagon, to develop new forms of communications
and surveillance technologies to enable the military to send signals to nuclear submarines and to peer deep
underground.
Post Extras:
Deutsche Zusammenfassung:
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http://das-gibts-doch-nicht.info/seite3352.php - diese Seite exisitiert nicht mehr

Verantwortung - Richtigkeit: Diese Information wurde vertraulich weitergegeben, nachdem sie bereits aus
vielen Seiten gelöscht wurde. Wir übernehmen keinerlei Verantwortung für die Richtigkeit dieser
Information!
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